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How we care for our minds depends to a tremendous
extent on our experience of power, both in the sense of the
power of love, and its antithesis, the love of power. The latter
overwhelmingly shapes the old paradigm of mind. At its core
is the belief that some people have the right, even the biolog-
ical necessity, to have power over other people—to dominate
family and public life—and that other, less well endowed peo-
ple must necessarily be submissive, or deferential—that bully-
ing is a natural and inevitable part of human life.

In this section of The Mind Gymnasium, an Introduction
outlines the importance of how we manage our own and other
people’s power. This is deeply formative of our psychological
history and capabilities, and may be decisive regarding how,
and whether, we flourish as human beings.

Power tends to be a hidden presence, handily concealed
by those who benefit from traditional ‘power-over’ arrange-
ments. The screens of criteria for recognizing cultures of
dominance and the Picture essay contains dozens of exam-
ples that will help bring ‘power over’ into the light of day.

The Text essay will help you explore the notion that our
attitudes to power may be biologically hard-wired and thus
‘natural’ and inevitable; it looks at a recent large-scale example
of domination at work in a Case study; and offers some sug-
gestions for shedding your old-paradigm mindsets.

Use the Power—a hidden presence: contents to look at
the range of options in this section of The Mind Gymnasium.
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Picture essay: Text essay:
Cultures of domination
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Power—a hidden presence: introduction 
To talk about power and to see how it tends to be a hidden
presence in our lives, we need to acknowledge three varieties
of power. Power from within—the capacity to survive, to
recover, to flourish, to heal, to belong, to love and be loved,
to become self-directing, or responsible etc. Power with—our
capacity for co-operation, negotiation, debate, parity, mutual-
ity, participation, consensus-building, and power-sharing.
Almost all of The Mind Gymnasium is devoted to these two
kinds of usually benign varieties of power. But a preference
for them should not blind us to the extent to which they tend
to be marginal to the more common form of power over.

Power over means using power to command, control,
manipulate, coerce, bully, abuse, silence, marginalize, and
ignore; the threat and/or use of physical or psychological
force to direct, gain, keep, or ensure compliance/performance
and/or to crush/eliminate opposition. Power over is another
name for domination; in The Mind Gymnasium I refer to these
interchangeably .

Both domination and power over are notions, concepts,
names for sets of preferences, attitudes of mind, collectively
cultures, that tolerate, even celebrate the use of coercion and
force, or at least regard it as a necessary evil. Domination is
widely regarded as an indicator of masculine virtue.

Domination has a matching shadow, or flip side, submis-
siveness, deference, victimization, obedience, accommodation,
worship, collusion, loyalty oaths, and soul erosion. Together
these interwoven strands make a culture of domination.We tend
to be more aware of the damage that cultures of domination
cause, than of their hidden presence within and around us.
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Cultures of domination:an unnecessary evil
Power over hides itself in relationships, especially in the taken-
for-granted, this-is-how-we-have-always-done-this, custom
and practice of the tacit pecking-orders of cultures of domina-
tion. It hides itself where we are so preoccupied with ‘aims’,
and ‘solutions’, with results, with getting something done, that
the how, the process by which we are pursuing these aims
remains invisible as ‘a necessary evil’, and disconnected from
the damage that may not uncommonly be caused.

Unexamined, this ‘power over’ process is commonly driv-
en by manipulation and coercion and fuelled by fear of exclu-
sion, humiliation, betrayal, wounding, and damage. And thus,
a key element of confronting and transforming cultures of
domination is persistently to bring the process, the how we do
what we do, for example decision-making, out into the open,
making a connection to any damage that may be entailed
and—through re-labelling it as a unnecessary evil— inter-
rupting and contradicting the beliefs through which cultures
of domination reproduce themselves.
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Cultures of domination:last frontier of the mind
Cultures of domination tend to be intensely engaged in per-
petuating themselves, protecting their power through con-
cealment, claiming sovereign rights, or biological superiority,
and actively busying themselves with the elimination or inval-
idation of groups or individuals who seek to bring the hidden
dynamics of dominance into the open. Challenging them can
be very anxiety-provoking and sometimes dangerous.

Also, paradoxically, cultures of domination form seduc-
tive social tramlines along which life may be supposed to run
more smoothly, where we ‘know our place’, where the use of
force, threat, or coercion is seen as heroic and admirable.
People who refuse to inhabit the prevailing dominance cul-
ture, or who try to side-step it, are likely to be labelled
‘wimps’. Others who seek to climb in the local cultures of
dominance but fail may be dismissed as ‘losers’, victims
would be a more accurate label.

While the power that cultures of domination express may
have been seized or inherited, it more commonly arises by
default, or through neglect or inertia, power that we give
away to others—including the power exercised on our behalf
by elected representatives—through extending or colluding
with existing cultures of domination. For minds to flourish in
sustainable ways, and for hearts to sing, reclaiming this power
over our lives seems essential.

Of all the attributes of mind that feed personal, interper-
sonal, and social relations, ‘power over’, domination, and cul-
tures of domination, seem to be the most problematic and the
most urgently in need of sustained attention. I tend to see them
as a ‘last frontier of the mind’.
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Recognizing cultures of domination
How we deal with the cultures of domination that, often lit-
erally, impact on us, is perhaps the most fundamental of the
many formative influences that shape our minds, because
while we may inhabit cultures of domination, they also
inhabit us. We learn to internalize custom and practice about
what is acceptable and what attracts criticism or objection.
And that’s OK, even essential for civilized life; the trouble
comes from believing we have the right to force people to
join us in our preferences and/or failing to see, let alone resist,
people acting in discriminatory, or unjust, or abusive ways
toward us.

Alongside that, a psychology, or a spirituality that does
not confront its cultures of domination, is likely to join, albeit
naively, the perpetrators whose wounding they seek to heal.

In the following sections of The Mind Gymnasium is a list-
ing of criteria for recognizing cultures of domination;
use them and the Picture essay, and Text essay, to help you
become more aware of the cultures of domination in yourself
and around you.
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The Wasteland….
is any world in which…
force and not love,
indoctrination, not edu-
cation, authority, not
experience, prevail in
the ordering of lives, and
where myths and rites
enforced and received
are consequently unre-
lated to the actual
inward realizations,
needs and potentialities
of those upon whom
they are impressed

JOSEPH CAMPBELL
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Abuse of power
Unelected and unaccountable

media proprietors who domi-
nate and distort social and polit-
ical issues.

Adversarial politics
Political cultures of ‘winner

take all’, where accommodation
and co-operation are seen as
betrayal or disloyalty, and losers
have little or no influence.

Ambivalence
Living from both sides of the

dominance divide—dominance
in family life and submissive-
ness at work, or vice versa.
Welcoming the order and
coherence of cultures of domi-
nation but feeling compro-
mised by, or ashamed of, our
participation in them.

Authoritarian communi-
cation styles 

Where giving orders, issuing
instructions, blaming others, and
making unilateral assessments,
predominates over consultation,
co-operation, and negotiation.

Blame
A preference for accusation,

censure, condemnation, finding
fault over feedback, or negotia-
tion of meaning.

Body/mind split
The mind exists on an alto-

gether higher plane than the

body and is separate and dis-
tinct from it.

Bullying
The most common feature of

cultures of domination.The use
of coercion, intimidation, vio-
lence, threat, or harassment, to
silence dissent, attain social
supremacy, crush competitors,
or eliminate opposition.

Coercion
The use or threat of force to

manipulate, pressurize, or control.

Collusion
Uncritically going along with

loyalty oaths undertaken for the
purposes of fraud or concealment.

Colonialism
Treating the world and its

populations as a resource to be
plundered, bought, sold, exploit-
ed, or captured.

Crisis generation
Using crises to unify opinion

and distract attention from
intractable problems. If they
become the de facto mandate,
further crisis generation follows.

Criticism
Unsolicited negative judgements.

Culture of perpetual deficit
Compulsively assigning blame

for,or voicing criticism of,all errors,
mistakes,accidents,deficiencies,or
damage,however caused.

Damage
Death, wounding, violence

assault, and injury, and the cir-
cumstances that support them,
are tolerated if they are regard-
ed as politically and commercial-
ly justified.

Depression
Persistent exploitation, humili-

ation, and violence or the threat
of violence, feeling trapped,
crushed, or violated, is common-
ly medicalized as an illness—
depression.

Deference
Submission, or subordination

to the wishes of others, whether
freely given or required.

Denial 
Denial of evidence pointing to

culpability, responsibility, and
illegality.The use of
euphemisms to ‘cool’,‘white-
wash’, or ‘play down’, dissent.

Deviance
Using spurious definitions of

‘normality’ to deny the validity
of life styles, preferences, or
opinions that differ from some
social consensus.

Discrimination
Favouring some people, and

excluding or denying others, on
the basis of sex, age, sexual ori-
entation, class, or race.

Disinformation
Renaming, or re-framing an

illegal, unpopular, or question-
able action, policy, or an inten-
tion, so as to make it acceptable
or a virtue, when this hides dis-
puted definitions or policies.

Dissent devalued
Excessive reliance on unified

visions or plans for political or
social action.‘Either you are with
us or against us’. Dissent is
demeaned, crushed, suppressed,
silenced, marginalized, and
ignored through 'spin', propa-
ganda, scape-goating or censor-
ship. Protests or objections may
be seen as disloyal, or unpatriot-
ic, or as evidence of a ‘conspira-
cy’ and the people who make
them labelled as ‘trouble-mak-
ers’ or dissidents.

Dissociation
The connection between the

beliefs and institutions of cultures
of domination and the damage
they cause is ignored,denied,or
tolerated as unavoidable.

Double standards
Tolerance of ‘white collar’

crime and financial fraud—high
penalties for street and property
crime and minor drug users.

Emergence
The emergence of new forms

of political opinion, priorities, or

Recognizing cultures of domination:criteria 1
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dissent from established values, is
seen as disorder, criminality, or
deviance to be crushed.

Emotional repression
The use of language and

action to suppress, deny, or
invalidate feeling and emotion,
for instance entailed by actual or
likely damage, with resulting dis-
tortions of values and action.

Enemies
The generation of enemies is an

intrinsic task of cultures of domi-
nation; if there are no viable exter-
nal enemies then internal ones
are uncovered.Enemies unify.
Dissent in the face of a declared
enemy can be scapegoated as
disloyalty or unpatriotic.The sim-
plicity of an Enemy distracts atten-
tion from intractable,or embar-
rassing,social issues.

Evil Others
Some people are so intrinsical-

ly degenerate and harmful as to
be ‘diabolical’, or ‘evil’, the
embodiment of the Devil.

Expertise over-valued
Confining generally useful

knowledge unnecessarily to a
profession as a way of maintain-
ing its power and status.

Fear
The active use of threat and

anxiety as a means of control or
manipulation

Force
The commonplace use of

physical force to resolve dis-
putes or achieve aims.

Fragmented knowledge
The belief that knowledge is a

matter of classification, cate-
gories, definitions and statistics.

Fundamentalism
Basing legitimacy on claiming

sole possession of the truth
about some aspect of human
life.This is often paired with a
corresponding untruth or error:
e.g. morality/immorality, gender
roles, origins and destiny, good
and evil. Believer and Infidel,
Christian and Heathen/Pagan
Heaven and Hell,
capitalism/socialism.

God/humanity split
An Exalted Supreme Being rul-

ing all of existence, including a
humanity whose task is to obey
God’s Commandments and stay
free of sin.

Hidden agendas
Masking or keeping secret,unac-

ceptable or disputed intentions,
opportunism,or secondary gains.

Hierarchy
Organizational style in which

authority cascades down from
higher to lower and communi-
cation is one way—top down.

High status of machismo
Male competitive,adversarial,

social roles have high status and
reward, i.e. lawyers,soldiers,politi-
cians,sportsmen,business leaders.

Idealization
Over- reliance on prominent

public figures to embody a popu-
lation’s yearnings and aspirations.

Injustice
What counts as illegal often

corresponds to what is challeng-
ing to the prevailing cultures of
domination—white-collar crime
is tolerated but non-violent
direct action is deplored.
Discrimination in housing,
employment, and public
appointments.

Invulnerability
Strength as a person is

defined by an ability to ‘stay
cool’, to ‘not be touched’, to ‘not
get worked up’, to ‘not show
weakness’, to hide vulnerability.

Linear analysis
Step by step analysis and

problem-solving is held to pro-
vide an adequate approach to
all of life’s difficulties.

Linguistic reversal
Naming a tense topic as its

opposite so as to make it accept-
able or tolerable: i.e. 'political cor-
rectness' is reversed from a tool
that enhances awareness of dis-

crimination into a weapon to
attack anti-discriminatory action;
describing aggressive military
development as ‘defence’.

Manipulation
Systematic manipulation of

public opinion via news man-
agement, ‘spin’, leaks, and off-
the-record briefings.

Monocultures
Prevalence of positive feed-

back—the more popular a prod-
uct or idea,the more it is made or
promoted.This narrows choice in
food,entertainment,and media;
eroding diversity and competition.

Naturalization
Claims that ‘might is right’, that

domination/subordination is
natural, inevitable, and biologi-
cally innate, are often coupled
with political arguments that
seek to disallow or sideline chal-
lenges to the established order's
rights and privileges and its abil-
ity to perpetuate itself.

Nurturance has low status
Caring, helping, support,

mothering, and community
roles such as teaching, nursing,
and care for the elderly have low
status and reward.

Objectivity and facts
The belief that data and infor-

mation, if sufficiently abstracted
from context and emotionality,

Recognizing cultures of domination:criteria 2
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can generate objective facts, i.e.
value-free descriptions.

Passivity
The supposed impossibility of

change—how things are is how
they are meant to be.

Privilege
The glue that holds together

cultures of domination includes
privilege, rank, titles, prerogative,
precedence, dynastic succession,
pecking orders, hierarchy, and
professions.

Psychology is bunk
Seeing reflexivity and the

search for inner knowledge, as
indulgent, dangerous,‘navel-gaz-
ing’, or naive.

Punishment
Sanctions, penalties, impris-

onment, humiliation, depriva-
tion, harassment, reprisals,
beatings, torture.

Reification
Processes, ambience, and

place, are captured, and through
branding, tourism, and market-
ing become products—for
example, sex in advertising.

Reversal
Describing a belief or system

as the reverse of what it claims
to be. National defence, for
example, constantly involves for-
eign aggression. Over concern

about ‘security’ promote fear. A
‘war on terrorism’ inflates the
fear of pre-existing threats.

Thought/feeling split
Intellect is held to be intrinsi-

cally superior to, and a means of
controlling, feeling and emotion.

Specialization/de-skilling
Breaking down complex tasks

into smaller tasks, so people are
encouraged to know more and
more about less and less.

Targets and goals
Life is a matter of setting and

striving to reach pre-set goals.

Scapegoating
A person, group, or nation

refusing to submit to a consen-
sus on values or priorities,
becomes the focus for anxiety,
harassment, and hate.

Schooling
Education is a matter of teachers

transmitting,and children receiv-
ing,and being able to repeat,sta-
ble bodies of knowledge.

Secrecy
Tolerance, or denial of the

abuse of children by close fami-
ly, carers, or people with trusted
roles; the concealment of
domestic violence.

Stratification
Dividing populations or

organizations into horizontal

layers according to status,
power, influence, class, qualifica-
tions, or ‘maturity’.‘A place for
everyone and everyone in their
place’, i.e.‘his royal “high-ness”’.

‘Strict Father’ child-care
A style of parenting where

one parent, usually the father,
supports and protects the fami-
ly, sets and enforces rules, and
where love takes second place
to parental authority. See
Lakoff and Johnson.

Trance
Trance induction—the con-

stant recycling, via TV, newspa-
pers, and other media, of iconic
heroes/heroines/demons rein-
forces dominant cultural norms
through what is consistently
omitted, making the media per-
spective seem comprehensive
rather than local and partial.

Triangling
Promoting and participation in

'persecutor', 'victim', 'rescuer'
dynamics.A stressful unconscious
relationship dynamic in which
everyone involved feels anxious,
conflicted,and frustrated.

Unilateral definitions of
legality

Rewriting legal definitions to
legitimate previously illegal or
unconstitutional actions.

Utilitarian market values
The notion that the market-

place—that everything and
everyone has their price—is the
best (and should be the only)
way of defining value.

Victimization
Exploitation, neglect, and

exclusion of some sectors of the
population, such as women, chil-
dren, immigrants, asylum seek-
ers, or people of colour, is con-
doned, hidden, or ignored.

Violence
The commonplace use of

overwhelming and damaging
physical force.

Warfare talk
The use of the language of

warfare in relationships, politics,
business, and economics, e.g.
‘battles’,‘campaigns’,‘targeting’,
‘hitting the opposition’,‘front-
lines’, and ’taking aim’,‘battle-
field’,‘war on—want... drugs...
crime...’, ’campaign’,‘gunning for’,
‘bringing up the big guns’, etc.

Recognizing cultures of domination:criteria 3
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Celebration (triumph)
Dominant behaviour, especially when it has military
success in the background, has until recent times, i.e.
Vietnam, been highly celebrated—victory parades,
triumphal arches, commemorative china and so on.

The physical reality of the carnage that this usual-
ly entailed was regarded as a necessary evil for the
maintenance of whatever dominant notion of ‘hon-
our‘, ‘nationhood’, ‘stability’,or, more recently, ‘nation-
al security’, that had to be protected.

Winged Victory holds a
wreath of Honour
above the head of a
warrior, whose hand
(perhaps a little uncer-
tainly) grasps the Sword
of Valour.

Berlin 1890

This medal (above) from
one of my distant relatives
celebrates the victory of the
British over the Dutch in the
struggle to dominate
Southern Africa.

The triumphal mood of
the silver denies the dam-
age and cultural disruption
suffered by the indigenous
population in this brutal col-
onization.

The regalia of medals
ribbons, and sword
amid much gold braid
signals the presence of
Dominant Man (right).

Text essay �

more
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The huge crowds of visitors to Florence bathe in art and cul-
ture that is really open about its admiration for domination as
a way of relating to other creatures.

This huge man with a club emanating menace (above)
stands outside Florence’s Uffizi gallery. A few metres away,
Hermes (centre) beheads Medea, a woman. Across the river in
the Pitti Palace, and elsewhere (right), Hercules wears a lion
skin and wields a club.

That people who would be shocked to the
core by actual violence are prepared to
accept this domineering display as represen-
tative of some pinnacle of human achieve-
ment is perhaps a reminder of how wide-
spread is the belief that domination is natu-
ral and acceptable.

Renaissance domination

Text essay �
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While for most women the sheer scale, extent
and brutality of male dominance is never likely
to drop out of sight, for many men it is so close
to home—either as what we do, or think we
are supposed to do—that we can't see it.

But if we look around there are pointers

everywhere. In Venice, at the entrance to
upstairs rooms of the Doge’s palace, Hercules
(above right) beats the life out of Hydra and
(left) holds up the universe, no less. The cave-
men with the crown, shield, and eagles are
from a German biscuit tin.
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Machismomore
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As a child of World War 2, the violence and threat that was
intrinsic to the nazi belief in the inevitability and rightness
of dominance jumped out at me when I came upon the
picture below (centre).

I recognized the location from photographs I had taken
some years ago (left and right). The earlier photographer
was inside the gates and we might thus suppose that he
intended to associate the two victims being brutalized atop
the gate posts with the influx of German troops marching
into the Royal Palace in Prague.

Victimization in Prague

Text essay �

more
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Waking up to the dominance mindsets we and others
inhabit means that we are more likely to try to interrupt or
confront acts of gross discrimination as for example the
events of May 1933 in Berlin (main picture).

As a plaque in the square (below) shows, the German poet
Herman Heine foretold, in 1820, that worse was to come.

‘On the 10th of May 1933, in the middle of this
square, national-socialist students burned the
works of hundreds of independent writers,
authors, philosophers, and scientists’.

This is but a beginning. Where books are burned,
eventually human beings will follow.

‘This is but a beginning...’

Text essay �
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If you regard any of these screens as overstating the case against the domination
mindset, I recommend you make a visit to either Dachau on the outskirts of Munich (I
often wonder who conceived and had made the words on its front gate, (right) which
translate as, ‘work sets you free’); or to KD Mauthausen, one of the many concentration
camps and munitions factories that the Austrians accommodated around Linz.

These photographs (below), a small selection from hundreds of pictures that rela-
tives (there were few survivors) have used to commemorate the loss of their loved
ones who died there, encrust the extensive remaining parts of the Mauthausen camp.

So far as we live from, or support, cultures of dominance, we are likely to be complic-
it in creating the circumstances where Unmenschen, people whose ‘lives are devoid of
value’, can be created and then exploited or destroyed.

Lives devoid of value

Text essay �
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The winner/loser frames of mind of dominance cultures require a hardening of the
heart so that damage can be rationalized as regrettable, the least worst option, or a
necessary evil.

At the back of this Normandy graveyard (above) lies a soldier whose daughter I
know well, whose father went away to war when she was a toddler and never
came back. He was killed by ‘friendly fire’.

Hers and other similarly wounded hearts (see the Soviet war memorial in Berlin
(left)), can never harden because they carry the damage with them every day.

Hardening of the heart

Text essay �
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By a curious irony, almost all of the graves of these American and
British (previous screen) men and women who died here in
Normandy while rolling back the Nazi domination of Europe, are
marked with what I regard as an emblem of another culture of 
dominance, Christianity.

Text essay �
Heroic irony
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Cultures of dominance feel free to annex or
appropriate notions that threaten their power.

Jesus of Nazareth, seen here in a
Florentine carving, challenged the local
oppression of the time by word and action.

In a bizarre reversal of their intent, His
teachings were taken over by Rome to
eventually become the central icon of
Christianity, one of the most comprehen-
sive cultures of dominance our planet has
ever seen.

N.B. I refer to the ecclesiastical, liturgical,
and institutional framing of Christianity, the
Church, not Jesus’ teachings.

Domination under threat

Text essay �
more
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That Christianity is a highly
effective and influential cul-
ture of dominance should be
no surprise. The word domina-
tion derives from dominus, the
Latin for Lord.

Developing ways of living
that are not rooted in domina-
tion depends to a consider-
able extent on understanding
and interrupting the mythic
power of the Christian story to
make top-down, patriarchal,
misogynistic social relations
seem natural and inevitable.

In this panel from the doors of the Florence Baptistry, God
admonishes Adam (bottom left), and Eve (centre), for failing
to resist the temptation of the female snake (left) and bids
Gabriel throw them out of the Garden of Eden for their dis-
obedience (right).

This is the King of Heaven in action. God had spoken. For
rejected humankind there was no appeal.

Dominus, Domini

Text essay �

more
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Relations with the Lord are intrinsically Master/servant, exalt-
ed/humble, praise/fear, and worship is the appropriate attitude.
The Lord’s will must to be obeyed. Compliance brings life ever-
lasting and even everlasting Heavenly Bliss. Disobedience brings
retribution. Sin is punished by eternal Hell-fire.

Is it an over-simplification to see this mindset, epitomized in the
Florence Duomo (above), as handily mirroring the social relations
that were commonplace in the Western world over the last two
thousand years? Doesn’t it rationalize feudal values, high and low,
palaces and paupers, and the suffering that this often entailed?

Praise the Lord Text essay �

more

more
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Temples of domination
The Greek temple is one the most commonplace icons of domination.

The innumerable duplicates, as here in Berlin, idealize the values of a culture found-
ed on slavery and warfare. In the hands of builders of banks, churches and art galleries
such as this one, the Greek temple becomes an instrument for re-iterating and rein-
forcing the the notion that intellect is intrinsically superior to all other human attrib-
utes of mind and especially those that might have feminine associations such as feel-
ing, emotion, caring and nurturance.

What was historically a great human innovation, the discovery of rationality,
becomes transformed into an instrument of domination.

more
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Someone to look up to
King Edward VII makes his first
speech to the House of Lords shortly
after the death of his mother, Queen
Victoria, Empress of India.

Edward was one of a continuing
chain of British monarchs whose kings,
queens, emperors, and sovereigns
keep alive the domination-based val-
ues of feudal life.

That this has recently begun to
unravel should not blind us either to
the sheer scale of the injustice and
suffering that building and holding
onto the monarchy has entailed—or
the desire many people still have for
someone to look up to who in turn
graciously accepts this deference as
of right.

Text essay �
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King and Empire
This page from the programme for the coronation of
George VI as King of the British Empire is transparent
about the dominance/subservience relations between the
Crown and its 70 or so imperial assets. Two of the bigger
ones are even called ‘dominions’.

If you are a younger reader and this catalogue of royal
influence seems like prehistory, it’s worth remembering that
the Queen in this ceremony, the mother of the present
Queen Elizabeth, died as recently as 2002.

Until the late 1940s the British Empire occupied a consid-
erable amount of territory on a world map (above). What's
missing from the programme for this royal occasion is the
sheer scale of the brutality, damage, and suffering that
capturing and subduing this much of the globe entailed.
Earlier Venetian imperial conquests, pictured on the next
screen, hint at what it was often like.

Text essay �
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It is easy to be intoxicated by the delights of Venice,
an extraordinary city, and fail to notice that it splen-
dour derives from a highly successful culture of
domination.The scale of the violence and damage
this entailed, including servicing the fourth Crusade
in 1201-4, sacking Constantinople, defeating the
Turks again in 1571 at the battle of Lepanto (large

painting) is celebrated in the cultural wallpaper in
room after room of the Ducal palace, seat of the
Venetian administration, (centre of main picture).

I’d been to Venice three times before I realized
that the very large white building (far right) con-
nected to the Ducal palace by the ‘Bridge of Sighs’
(right) was a huge prison and torture facility.

CONTENTS THEMES GO BACK JOTTER Help�INDEX KNOWHOW> CARING FOR YOUR MIND> CULTURES OF DOMINATION

Death in Venice

more
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Severed fingers 
When I saw these choco-
lates, next to the till in my
local high street store as
part of the casual fun of
Halloween, I stared 
in disbelief.

What do these 'severed
fingers' teach children?

That violence is thrilling
and exciting, even tasty?

That the pain, agony, and
shock of violence can be
disregarded?

more
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BULLYING in Britain's
schools could be cut by at
least a third if the
Government forced
teachers to intervene
more aggressively in the
playground...

The Government has
announced a crackdown
on bullying...

...a permanent ‘hit squad’
of teachers monitoring
bullies and holding brief-
ing meetings.

The Observer 21 March 1999 p. 8

’
‘

’
’

‘
‘

Bullying
Bullying—intimidation, humiliation, coercion,
aggression, terror, and victimization—is
another way of talking about domination.

The extent to which domination is taken for
granted could hardly be more evident than in
this newspaper story, in which ‘the world’s
leading expert on adolescent violence’ pro-
poses to deal with bullying by ‘forcing’ teach-
ers to ‘intervene aggressively’, ‘carrying out a
‘crackdown’, and forming ‘hit squads’.

Neither the headline writer, the journalist,
nor the author of the quoted report appear
to have noticed that their domineering lan-
guage might make them part of the problem
rather than part of a solution.

Text essay �

more

Girls are now more
involved in sustained
bullying than boys
and... have more fear
of going to school...
girls are suffering
in... silence and the
bullying they experi-
ence is more emo-
tionally damaging.

YWCA REPORT

OBSERVER 10.11.2002



"Blair pushes his big guns up to the front line"

The Times 25.10.2002 

"Ms Short armed herself with a blunderbuss rather
than an Armalite when she turned her fire on Mr Blair
yesterday"

The Guardian 13.5.2003

Warfare talk
Domination reveals, reproduces, and sustains itself through our
commonplace use of the language of violence and fighting
(below) and especially military, or warfare talk (right and far right).

CONTENTS THEMES GO BACK JOTTER Help�INDEX KNOWHOW> CARING FOR YOUR MIND> CULTURES OF DOMINATION
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In this direct mail brochure for an
internet service provider that arrived
in my post, an employee is shown hit-
ting her boss because he hasn’t given
her state-of-the-art internet services.

On other pages it invited me to ‘hit
back at unnecessary expense’, ‘put up
my guard’, ‘knock out’ competing
products, ‘punch above my weight’,
‘protect myself’, and deliver a ‘big
blow’ to rip-off merchants.

So far as we buy into these ways of
speaking, thinking and selling, we
legitimize violence, and the damage
that results from it.
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Life Law #5: Life Rewards Action
Your Strategy: Make careful decisions
and then pull the trigger. Learn that the
world couldn’t care less about thoughts
without actions.

The quotation above comes from Dr Phillip C. McGraw’s
recent bestseller, Life Strategies: Stop Making Excuses! Do
what works; Do what matters.

I guess neither Dr McGraw, nor his editors at Random
House, thought that recommending people to ‘pull the
trigger’ was a remarkable suggestion.

Just as a goldfish knows little about the water in which
it swims, so we can fail to notice the extent to which the
cultures of domination we inhabit can make violence
seem ‘natural’ and ‘inevitable’.

I think, therefore I aim.

Text essay �

more

These young men wearing the
uniform of my childrens’ school
don’t seem unduly impressed
by the handgun in this picture.
The swaggering stance of the
lad holding it suggests that he
is impressed, if only by the way
it inflates his social standing.
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The classic icon of dominance cultures, the speeding bullet, (above right)
mirrors the way that the supposed ‘naturalness’ and ‘inevitability’ of domi-
nation renders it invisible.

Just as otherwise invisible diseases are recognizable only by their symp-
toms, so cultures of dominance are similarly recognizable by the damage
they cause.

Shrapnel damage on the walls of this art gallery in Berlin (main image)
speaks of a continent laid waste in the 40’s of the last century; drive-by bullet
holes in piece of public art in a central Brussels playground in 2002 (top)
remind me that people near where I live own and use hand guns;

Two items of material damage from a vast catalogue of destruction, death
and wounding, the unnecessary evil of our cultures of domination.

Damage

more
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These soldiers from the Soviet war
memorial in Berlin commemorate the
damage the USSR incurred due to
defending itself from Nazi Germany's cul-
ture of domination—as many as 11 mil-
lion military dead, and something like 14
million civilian deaths.

From our point in history it does no dis-
honour to such a tragedy also to recall
that a not dissimilar belief in the value of
domination had previously led Stalin to
victimize tens of millions of his own citi-
zens in the name of Marx and Lenin.

Dominance stars

Text essay �

more
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The soldier mindset—obedience coupled with
aggression—whether of a modern Soviet army
(top) or the Roman empire, (main picture and
right) enshrines domination as the underlying
rationale for warfare. So far as we endorse or sup-
port, it we carry forward into daily life the values,

attitudes and actions that are, or were, relevant
for combat with an Enemy—that create Enemies.

The unavoidable conflicts of interest that
human life throws up demand creativity and
patient, often tediously protracted negotiation.
Qualities poorly matched by a soldier mindset.

The Soldier Mindset

more

Text essay �
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If opposition or dissent can’t be crushed or
silenced a domination mindset may often tend
to build a wall of denial between Us and Them.

As citizens we may assert that we ‘don’t
want to know’ about homelessness; as
homemakers we opt for steel gates and
security cameras; as businesses we arrive at
and leave work from underground car parks;
as nations we make asylum-seeking difficult

to the point of impossible; as corporations
we wall up genetic information as
Intellectual Property Rights.

As religious people we wall ourselves up
behind a fundamentalist belief in our exclusive
righteousness; as a political system we may
plough up city streets and install armed
guards in watch towers to separate Our people
from Their people.

The sixty miles of Hadrian’s wall, built 2000 years ago in the North
of England (above) drew a line marking the edge of the then domi-
nant Roman civilization and the wild margins of Europe.

Build a wall and keep Them out is just a much a domination strate-
gy as drop a bomb and blow Them away.

Build a wall

more
Text essay �
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Armouring
Since the likely outcome of populations conducting their lives
from a dominance mindset tends to be some form of warfare,
the risk of death, injury, humiliation, or shame has always been
high. Human beings, whatever their role or station in life, have
consequently often felt very vulnerable.

Fortifications were essential; bodies needed armour (left, the
Armoury in Berlin) and towns such as the 12th century Crusader
port of Aigues Mortes in the South of France (below left) need-
ed walls to keep women, children, and animals safe; soldiers,
such as these 500 BC warriors from Persepolis (below) needed
shields.

In dominance cultures, strength tends to be identified with
invulnerability, the quality of our fortifications—’being ‘thick-
skinned’, able to ‘tough things out’, a ‘hard man’, ‘able to not let
anything get to me’, becomes the premium virtue. This armour-
ing masks and disallows other, more intelligent ways of relating
to people.

Text essay �

more
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The shield of faith
From St Theodore (left) a Venetian favourite, to the Crusader
icon of a best-selling British daily newspaper (right) and a
modern postage stamp (centre) which also features the
head of the Queen—official Defender of the Faith—the
cross and the shield have long sought to invoke the bless-
ing and protection of the Christian God for the exercise of
military, state and related forms of power. Text essay �

more
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Birds of prey
Violent predators especially eagles (and lions)
are favourite icons of dominance cultures.

The Apollo moon missions, ‘the eagle has
landed’ (far right) were explicitly an attempt
to recapture the dominance the US
believed they lost when the Russians
launched Sputnik.

General Wesley Clark, Commander in
Chief of NATO (main picture), addresses
NATO parliamentarians in the refurbished
Reichstag building in Berlin.

The eagle behind him seems a chastened,
but still fierce, version of the huge bird that
60 years earlier graced Hitler’s salute to the
faithful (centre) only a few feet away in the
same building.
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Pet-keeping, gardening, keeping house-
plants, and other domestications, while
relatively harmless in and of themselves,
conceal and render more legitimate the
more extreme cultures of dominance of
which they are a part.

In particular, they feed the illusion that
the wildness of nature can and should
be brought under control and made to
serve us.

Formal gardens such as these in Brussels (above) provide
an idealized model for urban development that plays out
elsewhere in tropical deforestation.

Pet-keeping (left) makes
mistress/subordinate
relations seem OK.

Like many other plants, the wildness of this crab apple tree (below) has
been tamed so as to provide a decorative accompaniment to city life.

Domesticating the wilderness

Text essay �
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Zoos, aquaria (and circuses) are extremely visible exam-
ples of our cultures of dominance in action.

The more successful the illusion of participation in
‘nature’, the more sophisticated and insidious the
machinery of dominance.

The perpetually lapping waves from which these live
birds (above) dodge and retreat are machine-generated in
the Monterey Aquarium, and they fall on an indoor beach.

Zoo exhibits, often resemble fragments torn from ‘nature’.
Unintended, they can give us access to the experience of
the victims of our cultures of dominance.

This polar bear in London zoo long ago succumbed to it’s
imprisonment. Day in, day out it walked the same circular
track, jerking its head violently back in the air at one
extreme of the circuit.

Fragments torn from nature

Text essay �
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One of the more questionable ‘necessary evils’ of our time,
even if, either directly or indirectly, some of us benefit from
it, is animal experimentation.

In these experiments at José Delgado’s Madrid laboratory
an electrode inserted into a cat’s brain delivers a tiny cur-
rent to the sector of the cat’s brain that controls hissing. If it
makes the cat hiss (below) he ticks another on his list of
elicited behaviours. if not, he moves the electrode a little
and tries again.

It is not hard to see how this rates as a culture of domi-
nance, but it is only a small part of a huge industrial culture
that includes hunting, sport, pet-keeping, and, especially,
food production, which is gradually coming to be seen as
involving animal abuse.

Getting close to nature

Text essay �
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Meat production
The violence, pain and
suffering that eating
meat entails, requires a
mindset that turns the
exquisite, interleaved
subtlety of bone, mus-
cle and nerve of a once
living being, lamb (left)
into a commodity to
be exploited.

The meat production
industry and its depend-
ents such as leather
goods, is one of the
largest and most deeply
embedded of our cul-
tures of dominance.

However, the toxic
side effects of its more
industrialized forms
have in recent years
given this mindset a
severe shock.

Text essay �
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More now than at any other time in Western history, what counts as
legitimate cruelty to animals is an open question. Animal abuse, as
these wood-engravings illustrate, seems to have been historically
commonplace. I am confident that these scenes would result in
prosecution today, at least in Europe.

Blood sports, the hunting of boar, deer and foxes for sport, con-
tinue to be popular though, as in the UK, increasingly challenged.

Animal welfare

Text essay �
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The technical brilliance of the last several centuries
feeds an illusion that the planet we inhabit is a pos-
session, an asset to be exploited. The planet-wide
consequences of huge populations living from such a
mindset are daily becoming apparent.

Individually, global warming, BSE, HIV-AIDS, GM
food and profligate use of energy may be barely rip-
ples in the life of a planet, but taken together they
seem to indicate points of no return in the curve of
human sustainability. Domination may have had sur-
vival value in the past but from now on it looks like a
recipe for disaster.

Hubris: the whole world in our hands
Astronaut Cernan reaffirms possession
of the moon for the US (below). Arid and
inaccessible but a colony nonetheless.
An achievement of astonishing techni-
cal and co-operative brilliance? Or a
replay of Amerigo Vespucci’s original
voyage of colonization?

Lacoon fights a sea ser-
pent in Rome’s Piazza
Navone (right).
Overcoming nature is
the ultimate manly task?

Three men atop this Berlin
Post Office building (above)
are holding up the whole
earth, as though they were
removal men shifting it to a
new location. Is our planet
only viable if strong men man-
age and control it?
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Chainsaw gardening
Colonization on behalf of the Crown has been succeeded by
corporate colonization, production, and distribution networks.
To feed shareholder value in far-off places they have learned to
outflank national boundaries and not care too much about dis-
torting local economies.

The corporate profit centre placed by the great hand in the
sky on the other side of the road from the African kraal (below)
may make oil company sense, but what sense is it likely to make
to the woman peering at it from the door of her hut?

At first sight the patterned fields and access roads in the
Tierras Baja development in Bolivia (right) resemble European
formal gardening, but a closer look shows that it has been cut
by chainsaw and bull-dozer from virgin tropical forest. A project
to resettle destitute people from the high Andes, Tierras Baja is
also a gigantic corporate soya bean production site.

A typical settlement of the
Tierras Baja development in
Bolivia. (above and centre) 

more
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The global and the local
The dominance mindset that pays for the chainsaw gardening of Tierras Bajas
replaces the incomparable species diversity of the virgin jungle by crop mono-
cultures such as the fields of soya (above).

What is less obvious is that commercial success for this kind of production is
coupled to, and probably depends on, a similar elimination of diversity in the
home market. As price competition acts to undermine the local in favour of
global production and distribution, branding, mergers, supermarket bullying,
and just-in-time distribution reduce the range of choice in supermarkets and
shops such as this one in Brussels (right), run by the Karanfil family.

The success of their neighbourhood business has prompted supermarket
chains to open two similar shops nearby.

Text essay �
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The soya
boom has
been fuelled
by European
consumers
who have
rejected GM
soya from the
US in favour
of the con-
ventionally
grown crop.

GUARDIAN 28.6.2003



Double fantasy?
This poster near where I live in Brussels seemed to
me eloquent about male domination and female
subordination.

After I had seen it several times I wondered—was it
promoting awareness? Might it not be a celebration?

What do you think?
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One of the forms of
damage that cultures of
domination generate is
to make it seem legiti-
mate for us to treat
other people as objects.

The men in these
cars, kerb-crawling in
their quest to buy sex in
Brussels, see this street
as a market, with sex as
its commodity.

Yes, it is an ancient
phenomenon but pros-
titution remains the
archetypal example of
domination in action.

Women as objects

more
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Today's young
women are
reputedly the
most sexually
confident, most
sexually active
generation ever
- yet a third say
that they have
been coerced
into sex.

LIBBY BROOKS

GUARDIAN 7.6. 2002
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Cultures of domination are often internalized, none
more insidiously than those that entrance us with
bodily ideals that match hardly anyone’s reality.

Taming our body’s wildness, smells, and appetites, try-
ing however vainly to ensure their compliance with
these ideals, has become so commercially important
that it has tended to make victims of us all.

If the reality of bodily diversity—large, small, thick,
thin—is denied, why should we be surprised if this
leads direct to the damaging mindsets that lead to
anorexia, bulimia, and obesity?

This electronic contraption is a body shaper that one of my
neighbours gave me. I was never sure, but I think daily swim-
ming had made it redundant.

We have the technology

Text essay �
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Brazil boasts
more plastic
surgeons per
head than
any other
country, 400
in Sao Paolo
alone, the
same num-
ber as in the
whole of
Britain.
OBSERVER 26 JAN 2003
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This ad that I collected in the US in the early 70’s is lightly but
firmly explicit about male/female relations.

Who wears the trousers?

more
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It would be an unhelpful over-simplification
to seem to suggest that cultures of domi-
nance are homogeneous, or that all sectors
of society are entranced by the same tunes.

Fundamentalist religious communities still
sentence women to be stoned to death (by
a crowd of men), as this press cutting
(below), reminds us.

And I guess the condescension of these
wartime ads (centre right) seemed unre-
markable at the time.

Nevertheless the posture of the young
woman (right) of this statue in a Brussels
town hall speaks of a relation to the world
and to men especially, that still appears to
be alive and well.

‘Knowing our place’ and ‘playing
our part’

Text essay �
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Monocultures of the mind
Cultures of dominance promote a clos-
ing down and narrowing of perception
and memory that produces what
Vandana Shiva calls a monoculture.
Species monocultures in farming are
matched by monocultures of the mind
in persons.

In our minds,as in a tropical forest, the
chain-saw gardening of marketing reduces
the world to what will ‘sell’.Typically (left)
sex,shopping, finding Mr Right,and sales
figures determine legitimacy.

Those aspects of diversity that are
marginal, or ‘wild’, or that contradict what
does sell, are commonly treated as a dis-
ease, or a deficiency, a weed to be elimi-
nated through centralization, coercion,
and violence.

Because the maintenance of species
and mental diversity is ultimately the
basis of planetary sustainability, cul-
tures of dominance that damage diver-
sity damage all of us.

Text essay �
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CULTURES OF DOMINATION:
text essay more

Caption
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My own worst enemy
Cultures of domination shape how we meet the world and
how the the world comes toward us. Recognizing domination
as primarily out there, in ‘them’, can tend to mask what for
the formation of our minds is a very important aspect of
domination—that it is often internalized. We bully and criti-
cize ourselves. For not being good enough, nice enough,
strong enough, and so on.

Cultures of domination also take up residence in us
through internalized expectations of what would happen if
we confronted the control, exploitation, or manipulation that
we meet. A prime source of such expectations is the style of
parenting we had and how it was reinforced through school-
ing and perhaps church-going. Heritage religions tell us that
the wages of sin for disobeying God’s laws are punishment by
damnation and hellfire. The literalness of this belief may have
faded for many people but the Great Dominator in the sky
casts a shadow still in many people’s minds as the archetype
of how power works, even though, for most practical purpos-
es, it has been replaced by the power of the state. However
ready we may be to negotiate with the tax inspector, our
internalized cultures of dominance can mean that we too
readily ‘don’t make waves’; ‘know our place’; defer to author-
ity and expertise, and—anticipating punishment or humilia-
tion—reach out, or speak out, less than we might.

Internalized cultures of dominance do two other things for
our minds. If we feel trapped between the rock of knowing
what is true for us and the hard place of not daring to act on it,
they can generate depression. Secondly if our internalized
oppression is aggressively active, we may feel that we have the

right to reenact on others the control, punishment, and humil-
iations that happened to us—for their own good, of course.
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Power-over... comes
from the consciousness
I have termed estrange-
ment... is consciousness
modeled on the God
who stands outside the
world, outside nature,
who must be appeased.

STARHAWK TRUTH OR DARE



Domination—no longer unchallenged
From Jesus of Nazareth on, challenges to cultures of domina-
tion, whether religious or military, have often come thick and
fast. Perhaps the most recent and highly effective challenge
has come from the feminist tradition, which has long insist-
ed, that male domination is neither ‘natural’ nor inevitable.
The feminist spotlight on gender-based ways of being in rela-
tionship has brought tremendous changes in attitudes of
mind and not a little uproar, as people realize that without
the tramlines of patriarchy, commitment in relationships,
marriage, child-rearing, and the family look very different
than they did previously.The feminist tradition continues the
dissolution of patriarchal cultures of domination that also
includes the abolition of slavery, universal suffrage, and more
recently, the emergence of a deepening consensus, and legis-
lation, around human rights. Does this mean that, however
prevalent they may be, cultures of domination are now
redundant, relics of a previous stage of human evolution? Can
they and should they be consigned to the dustbin of history?
How innate is the desire to dominate or defer?
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Is domination ‘natural’?
What we take to be human and ‘natural’ is a highly selec-
tive list of behaviours and preferences that reinforce,
through positive feedback (more and more of less and less),
the legitimacy of choices we make about how we live.
Research and discussion of the extent to which these
behaviours and preferences that constitute cultures of
domination are ‘natural’, inevitable, or innate has tended to
be in the hands of dominant institutions such as science,
philosophy, psychiatry, and medicine. While still here and
there claiming ‘objectivity’, they are much less widely seen
as ‘value-free. Scepticism about the male-dominance bias
in such work seems well founded, not least when, as in eth-
nology, it is argued that domination is hard-wired, i.e. bio-
logically determined—as though we had no choice about
what aspects of our hard-wiring we choose to live from.
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Dominance and biology
The biology of mind undoubtedly builds in predispositions,
but culturally we learn to respond in some ways and not oth-
ers. For example capacities for alarm and mobilization are
built into us; a threat to our personal survival will trigger a
galaxy of bodily reactions commonly called ‘fight’ or ‘flight’,
but even naming them ‘fight’ or ‘flight’ plays into the beliefs
that sustain cultures of domination. Both are survival reac-
tions—mobilize, jump, climb, lift, pull, run, and possibly
fight—in which among other things, the peripheral blood sup-
ply is reduced and digestion de-mobilized, so as to minimize
the effects of injury.Thus we are intrinsically vulnerable to sit-
uations or actions that we find threatening, or a challenge to
personal survival.

Just because some people, for example leaders, become
skilled in how to speak, stand, talk, or move, in ways that trig-
ger these survival responses in us—particularly fear/alarm—
doesn’t make this either ‘natural’ or ‘inevitable’. Since none of
us want to feel afraid, it is commonplace to get into the habit
of deference and avoidance, of keeping our heads down. This
understandable wish to avoid feeling frightened makes us vul-
nerable to leaders who offer us recipes for freedom from fear.
By contrast, confronting people who seek to manipulate or
victimize us through fear is itself scary. To quote the title of
an excellent book, it means that we have to ‘feel the fear and
do it anyway’.

Our in-built survival responses are also open to the huge-
ly disproportionate amplification of minor threats into rage or
terror, via the process of re-stimulation of archaic distress.

more

While there is an innate bodily reaction to threat which
makes us vulnerable to these autonomic survival reactions,
and while historically, women may have opted more often for
shutting down (depression) rather than for confrontation, the
biological options for both appear to be equally distributed in
men and women. So is domination a gender-free warp in the
human fabric—if men stopped being aggressive and violent
would civilization turn a corner? Perhaps. Though not before
there is a transformation of the notion that ‘masculinity’
intrinsically includes ‘control’ and ‘authority’.
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Dominator styles
Currently active cultures of domination run from the imme-
diately recognizable: stock-market-driven corporate business-
es, the exploitation of human and planetary resources; dis-
crimination on the basis of colour, gender, religion, or disabil-
ity; religious fundamentalism; child abuse; through the less
obvious, pet keeping, meat production, professions, garden-
ing, farming, mining, the armed forces, marriage; to the rela-
tively invisible, capitalism, industrial and consumer pollution,
and the marketing, advertising, and ‘defence’ industries.

This long list of the varieties of domination has a match-
ing catalogue of victimization. These corresponding ‘victim-
modes’ of domination cultures may be a direct response to
actual force, or coercion, or an internalized survival decision
where submission anticipates threat or injury. They include:
depression, suicide, illness, stress, self-harm, ‘bloody-minded-
ness’, obstruction, non-compliance, learned helplessness,
withdrawal, denial, poor self-esteem, addictions, substance
abuse, being mobbed, scapegoated, unjustly blamed, disap-
pointment, sabotage, and, above all, fear and anxiety. Yes, our
victimhood may have multiple origins but I increasingly see
the cultures of dominance that we inhabit as a contributing
to all of them.

A teacher of mine told the story of villagers who lived on
the edge of a great river. Almost daily they were called to fish
out drowning people coming downstream in the river. This
happened so often it distorted the whole life of the village,
until someone asked the question—who is throwing these
people into the water? 
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Out of sight out of mind
While some aspects of domination seem right out in the
open, the more subtle and pervasive aspects of dominance
cultures, the glue that holds them together, mostly tend to be
out of reach or out of sight.There is an unsurprising desire on
the part of those who benefit from dominance to avoid trans-
parency, for it to seem natural, ‘the way things are’, because
the price of opening domination up to the light of day would
be to demolish much of what men take to be settled and
comfortable. Secondly, for people who ‘know their place’,
who have learned to ‘toe the line’ and ‘keep their heads
down’, a dominance cultural style provides a convenient, off-
the-shelf, traditional form of belonging that helps avoid much
of the anxiety and tension of personal responsibility and per-
sonal autonomy.

more



Heh...wait a minute—dissent
We can assess the extent to which the organizations we
belong to have a culture of dominance by looking at how we
deal with dissent. Do we act without consultation, hand
down rulings, make announcements, punish dissent, and
scapegoat or criminalize objectors? If so, then we are likely to
be living from a notion of power that treats dissent as a dis-
ease rather than a source of intelligence, a symptom, telling us
that a service is failing, or a product is dying. Intolerance of
dissent is likely to signal abuse of power.

This section of The Mind Gymnasium does not seek to
demonize power of itself: we can neither eat nor build a
house without exercising force in some way. What matters is
how that power is deployed, not the fact of it. In the societies
where I live, or have lived, in Europe and North America, for
many people daily life generally revolves around amicable
discussion, agreement, and negotiation—until you try to
unionize your work-place; confront sexual harassment or pro-
fessional malpractice; oppose a supermarket development
that will undermine small neighbourhood businesses; or try
to rid your district of prostitution. If you pursue your agenda
honestly and vigorously and you find yourself labelled ‘trou-
ble-maker’, ‘radical’, ‘liberal’, ‘protester’, or ‘activist’, then you
have probably engaged a local culture of dominance.
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Systems of
domination
destroy power-
with, for it can
only truly exist
among those
who are equal
and who rec-
ognize that
they are equal.
STARHAWK TRUTH OR DARE



Case study: Iraq Spring
What counts as a culture of domination may be only too clear
to you. If not, what would be a living example? Elsewhere in
The Mind Gymnasium there are pointers to the personal, inti-
mate forms that cultures of domination take. The choice of
large-scale political and religious cultures of domination is
sadly only too abundant. In Northern Ireland there is the
unresolved dispute over governance where the historically
dominant Protestant community continue to resist power-
sharing with the Catholic minority. In Israel, a century-long
Zionist colonization currently projects overwhelming force
against an impoverished and dispossessed Palestinian com-
munity. Mirroring implacable Orthodox Jewish certainties,
some Palestinians resist with explosive Islamic martyrdom.

Since the ‘Power—a hidden presence’ section of The Mind
Gymnasium was completed, the US/UK administration’s
assault on Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq has provided a star-
tlingly clear, live illustration of cultures of domination in action
that can help us see how they shape and influence our frames
of mind.

On the following screens I’ve looked at the US/UK attack
on Iraq in the light of some of the earlier criteria for cultures
of dominance. Most of it is self-explanatory but do check out
the conclusions at the end.
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Iraq—the warlord tradition 
The Baathist regime in Iraq epitomized the most extreme
form of cultures of domination, satisfying all of the 
criteria listed earlier. Saddam Hussein, a single figure from a
single clan in one area of the country, rose to power via a
career in the security services. He built a regime in the ancient
warlord tradition that featured a nationwide nervous system
of competing security services that informed on each other
and that freely used extreme violence to eliminate any form
of dissent.

Intermittently, Saddam Hussein was unanimously re-elect-
ed in ‘elections’ with no alternative candidates. The Baathist
regime attacked Iran in 1980, invaded Kuwait in 1990, and
used chemical weapons to gas whole villages in its Kurdish
province, and during the Iran/Iraq war, thousands of Iranian
troops.After the Kuwait attack, previous international support
and collusion changed to disapproval in the shape of United
Nations sanctions. These failed to dislodge or moderate the
Baathist regime, and led to the further impoverishment of
Iraq, prior to Saddam Hussein a self-sufficient nation.
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The forces of
evil will carry
their coffins
on their back
to die in dis-
graceful fail-
ure. Darkness
shall be
defeated, and
every cloud
that carries no
useful rain
shall be dis-
persed, giving
way to sun to
usher in end-
less spring,
blessed by
God.

SADDAM HUSSEIN

GUARDIAN 9.8.2002



USA—full spectrum dominance
In the last 60 years a combination of explosive creativity and
economic growth has seen the US accumulate unparalleled
economic and military power built on unrestrained capital-
ism and Christian values expressed in a domineering style
that has increasingly alienated other very different cultures,
such as Islam.

The Pentagon coined the phrase full spectrum dominance
to describe America’s military, economic, and, we may sup-
pose, cultural dominance. In fulfilment of this notion of
nationhood, an influential grouping of Washington politicians
argued during the mid-nineties for a more openly imperial
use of US power.When they gravitated into office in the Bush
administration, there followed the repudiation of the Kyoto
agreement on climate change, rejection of the International
Criminal Court, and the scrapping of the ABM treaty.

The audacity and sheer creative ingenuity of the 9/11 al-
Queda attacks on New York and Washington understandably
traumatized the US, not least because, having achieved
unparalleled military dominance worldwide, the devastation
revealed a hidden but intrinsic vulnerability. In response the
US administration promoted the notion of terrorism as a
generic (and unending) threat, identified several nations as an
axis of evil and attacked Afghanistan.

Full spectrum dominance came further into the daylight
as the US, having failed in Afghanistan to capture Osama bin
Laden, decided, contrary to the evidence from UN weapons
inspections, that Iraq was a ‘threat to American security’
because of their development and possession of ‘weapons of
mass destruction’ and deployed this single phrase incessantly

as they orchestrated an attack on the Baathist regime.
Descriptions of this attack as ‘a projection of pure power’,
making an example of a ‘rogue regime’ as a general signal
that challenge to US dominance would not be tolerated,
seem apposite.

This unprovoked attack on an impoverished country
that did not present any threat, other than to its inhabitants,
has been commonly but inaccurately described as a war,
part of the ‘war on terror’. But war is more accurately a fail-
ure of diplomacy that escalates into armed conflict. The
diplomacy that preceded what I see as an attack on Iraq
clearly seemed to be window-dressing—the buying of
respectability for an illegal, premeditated attack that contra-
vened the UN charter, attracted minimal support, and gen-
erated very considerable opposition.

If this seems unduly severe, let me remind you that our
purpose here is not condemnation—attractive though that
may sometimes seem—but getting a handle on cultures of
domination. On the following screens I look at the Iraq con-
flict through the lens of the criteria that appear earlier in
this section of The Mind Gymnasium.
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Abuse
Much of the opposition to the

US administration’s attack on
Iraq was based on a perception
of its ‘abuse of power’— using
overwhelming military superior-
ity to enforce regime change in
a country that, while deplorable
in its denial of human rights and
damaging in its political institu-
tions, was not a threat to the US
population. Discounting, or
insulting nations who refused to
sign up to the plans, further
underlined the Bush administra-
tion’s abuse of their military and
economic power.

Ambivalence
Disgust at the Iraqi regime and

a desire to see an end to its
repression, contrasts with wide-
spread disapproval of the US/UK
attack, particularly what was held
to be its arbitrary timing, dubious
legality, and flimsy justification.

The dangers endured by the
military personnel in the Iraq
attack required us to admire their
courage while deploring or being
sceptical of the event itself.

Bullying
Having made a decision to

attack Iraq, the US openly
attempted to bully members of
the UN security council into
endorsing their intentions.

Coercion
The Baathist administration

was intrinsically a fear machine.
Its cohesion depended on
extremes of coercion, threat,
and punishment.

Faced with insufficient sup-
port in the UN Security Council,
the US applied coercive diplo-
matic and economic pressure
on the six uncommitted mem-
bers to bring them into line
with US wishes. Similar political
and financial pressure on
Turkey was resisted.

Collusion
The Baathist administration

in Iraq was the public face of a
web of extended family, and
clan loyalties, with Saddam
Hussein as its cherished ‘war-
lord’ who protected and pro-
vided. This clan/family colluded
in secret activities that, inten-
tionally or not, included the
fraudulent expropriation of the
wealth and rights of the
remainder of the population,
especially the income from the
sale of Iraqi oil.

With the overarching caveat
that US presidents can be
impeached, or fail to be re-
elected, many people have
pointed to extensive collusion
on the basis of family, business
and religious loyalties in the

Bush administration.
Prior to the Kuwait invasion, US,

UK, German, French, and Russian
administrations had colluded
with Iraq in supplying arms and
the wherewithal to build chemi-
cal and biological weapons.

Damage
The extent of the Saddam

Hussein regime’s damage to
Iraq has been extensive and
well documented. There were
an estimated 400,000 deaths
and 750,000 injured due to the
1980-86 Iran/Iraq war. 12 years
of UN sanctions accelerated a
shift from Iraqi self-sufficiency
in the early 1970s, to the wide-
spread poverty and depend-
ency of recent years.

The US/UK coalition attack
on Iraq is held to have caused
5-7000 civilian deaths with
20,000 wounded, 300 coalition
military deaths and 1500
wounded. There was extensive
damage to the Iraqi military
and administrative installa-
tions, relatively modest infra-
structure damage but exten-
sive looting. Damage for the
US/UK military included many
friendly fire casualties.

Out-of-sight damage can be
supposed to include hundreds
of thousands of terrified Iraqi
people, especially children,

many of whom will also carry
the shadow of the loss of fami-
ly members. There are also cer-
tain to be many highly trauma-
tized soldiers on both sides of
the conflict.

At another level there has
been extensive damage to the
credibility of the US administra-
tion. Some items in this include:
putting the rest of the world
through the charade of gather-
ing UN endorsement for a pre-
scheduled unilateral attack on
Iraq.The psychological naiveté
of framing Islamic and other
opposition to American domi-
nance as ‘evil’, and from a psy-
chological perspective, of using
this as a pretext of acting out
vengeful feelings on
Afghanistan and Iraq.

Perhaps more important than
any of these has been the dam-
age to international diplomacy
by the unilateral decision by the
US/UK to launch a pre-emptive
strike on a nation that did not
threaten either of them.

Deference
British Prime Minister Tony Blair

claimed a principled moderating
influence on the US administra-
tion,that poorly masked what he
appears to regard as unavoidable
deference by the UK to US wishes.

Criteria for 
cultures of 
domination �
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Denial
For the Iraqi administration

denial was the norm with the
minister of information and
Saddam Hussein persistently
making statements that were
the reverse of the reality on
the ground.

Unlike France and Germany,
the US and the UK administra-
tions denied the validity of the
huge public opposition to the
proposed attack on Iraq. For
example, more than a million
people, an unprecedented
number, attended a rally in
London and all the US church-
es appear to have been
opposed to the attack on Iraq.

Disinformation
Both the Iraqi and US/UK

administrations deployed dis-
information as a tactic before,
during, and after the attack on
Iraq. Examples include the
incessant emphasis on
weapons of mass destruction
when UN inspectors had failed
to find evidence of them; the
British Prime Ministers unat-
tributed use in a UK govern-
ment dossier on Iraq of 12-
year-old US graduate student
research, and the much disput-
ed claim that weapons of mass
destruction could be deployed
at 45 minutes notice.

Dissociation
Among several items of dissoci-

ation:the tense and dangerous
tasks that US/UK and defending
troops faced during the Iraq
attack blind us to the hugely dis-
proportionate scale of the diplo-
matic economic,military,and
logistical superiority that the US
administration brought to bear on
Iraq.An impoverished nation of 20
million people attacked by the
richest and most technologically
advanced nation in history—pop-
ulation over 290 million.

Iraqi experience of the attack
has been largely out of our
reach due to inaccessibility, dif-
ferences of language, culture;
and where it has been available,
for example from Arab sources,
the US administration tended to
discount this coverage as
‘biased’.The Iraqi administra-
tion’s news management creat-
ed a parallel split—mirroring US
patriotic and religious unity in
face of the US attack, while
ignoring or denying what was
happening on the ground.

At another level, the appar-
ent need of the US administra-
tion to make an example of
Iraq splits off the action, how-
ever deserving it may be, from
the consequences for
Arab/Islamic street opinion and

the likely build-up of resistance
to an alien army of occupation.

Double standards
The Bush administration’s

focus on the danger posed by
Iraqi ‘weapons of mass destruc-
tion’ contrasted with its continu-
ing support for Israel, a depend-
ent client state that has devel-
oped chemical, biological, and
nuclear weapons. Despite the
incessant claims of Iraqi culpa-
bility, in the attack on Iraq, the
US and UK emerged as the sole
possessors of chemical, biologi-
cal, and nuclear weapons.

Emotional repression
There have been claims that

the US TV networks favoured mil-
itary action at the expense of
civilian casualties during the
attack on Iraq and that more
comprehensive Arab reporting of
such casualties was ‘propaganda’.

Fear
The Baathist administration

in Iraq was intrinsically a fear
machine whose cohesion
depended on coercion, threat
and punishment. The
Bush/Blair administrations con-
stant touting of claims of that
Iraqi possessed weapons of
mass destruction seem similar-
ly intended to instill fear in
their respective populations.

Fundamentalism
The Baathist administration

imposed a secular culture on
Iraq, brutally crushing Shiite
Islamic communities in the
south after 1990; ‘being over-
zealous at prayer’ was a pretext
for arrest and interrogation. As
the threat of attack by the US
approached, appeals to Iraqi
and Arab sensibilities by the
Baathist administration
became framed more and
more in religious and funda-
mentalist terms—with assur-
ances that God would support
the Iraq people—that this was
Jihad.

Mirroring this invocation of
an Islamic God, the US adminis-
tration, elected by a profoundly
Christian population, prayed a
lot and publicly invoked God’s
blessing for it’s actions.

Hidden agendas
Several hidden agendas that

might have been driving the
attack on Iraq come to mind:
securing access to Iraqi oil
reserves; installing a client state
administration; securing an
imperial presence similar to
that in Iran in the 70’s that
would provide leverage on the
surrounding regimes—Egypt,
Syria, Iran, Jordan, Israel and
especially Saudi Arabia, whose
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Royal culture of domination is
thought by some to be vulner-
able to an Islamic fundamental-
ist revolution; sending a signal
to other nations of the conse-
quences of failing adequately
to respect US full spectrum
dominance.

Hierarchy
In the US the President, the

Commander-in Chief of the
armed forces, and, in the UK, the
Prime Minister are both empow-
ered to declare war.Tony Blair
came close to committing UK
troops to the Iraq attack without
a parliamentary vote.

Intolerance of dissent
The ruthless and violent purge

of dissent over the last 30 years
in Iraq appears to have been
modelled on the Stalin era.The
Baathist administration system-
atically eliminated diversity of
political opinion and organiza-
tion and suppressed religious
and ethnic differences.

In the US, as the administra-
tion ramped up its responses
to the 9/11 attacks, dissenting
voices appear to have become
swamped by right-wing media
collusion in calling for patriotic
unity because ‘the nation was
at war’. During the Iraq conflict
dissent in the US increasingly
attracted accusations of disloy-

alty and punitive sanctions—
and even, in the UK, of treason.

Dissent at an international
level, reflected in high public
opposition to the attack on
Iraq, especially in Europe and
Arab countries, generally fell on
deaf ears. Outright rejection, or
failure to support the US
administration’s proposals for
an attack on Iraq, tended to be
labelled ‘anti-American’.

Linguistic reversal
Donald Rumsfeld’s title

Secretary for Defence was at
odds with his aggressive pro-
motion of an attack on Iraq, a
country in no significant way
threatening the US. Faced with
the appalling shock and dam-
age of the 9/11 attacks, the US
administration, with media
accompaniment, persistently
invoked a fearful response, with
the setting up of a ‘National
Homeland Security Agency’,
and the sustained promotion
of a, threat of terrorist action.

Manipulation
The US sought and, in the

case of Turkey, failed to buy,
support for the planned attack
on Iraq. On a variety of topics
they sought to manipulate
public opinion: the invention of
an unending war on terror; the
naming of an axis of evil; the

use of the psychologically
naïve concept of evil to demo-
nize Iraq, Iran, Syria, and North
Korea—states that the US
claimed supported terrorism;
describing the attack on Iraq as
a war; devising the notion that
Iraq possessed weapons of
mass destruction.

During the US/UK attack, Iraq
was very skilful in manipulating
TV imagery to emphasize the
damage that the attack was caus-
ing to civilians,while omitting
mention of the damage being
caused to the regime.Parallel to
this,many,but not all Western
news outlets emphasized soldier-
ing and the military campaign,far
more than civilian injuries.The UK
administration’s insistence late in
March that some soldiers had
been ‘executed’by the Iraqis
seemed a manipulative distortion,
even to their families.

Nurturance
The Iraq attack, following on

the heels of the Afghanistan
campaign, has underlined the
inexperience and disinterest of
the Bush administration in deal-
ing with the damaging conse-
quences of their military actions.
Clearing up and the nurturing of
the civilian population’s post-
war needs seemed very low on
the political agenda.

Privilege
The Bush administration sup-

ports and is supported by sev-
eral levels of privilege, notably
the oil industry, and the mili-
tary/industrial complex. It is
dynastic with a father/son suc-
cession and a governor broth-
er. Despite being elected with
an evenly split vote, the Bush
administration has acted to
privilege right-wing social pref-
erences, with tax cuts for the
very rich, and alignment with
the wishes of the Christian reli-
gious right on, for example,
abortion rights and creationist
science teaching.

Trance
One of the less well-under-

stood aspects of trance induc-
tion is that it depends on the
exclusion of concrete realities.
Faced with the appalling shock
and damage of the 9/11 attacks,
the US administration, with
media accompaniment, persist-
ently sustained a fear-full
response, counterposing the
notions of security and terror;
adding the notions of weapons
of mass destruction and al-
Queda links to ramp up the level
of threat. Even if you try to hold
a wider perspective, the inces-
sant repetition of these perverse
mantras gradually induce a
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trance mindset where the Iraq
attack is seen as legitimate,
urgent, and essential, to the
defence of a country 3000 miles
across with a population of 290
million, 9000 miles away from
Iraq and presently world leader
by any number of measures.

When set, for example, against
the 20,000 homicides and
50,000 people killed on the
roads each year in the US, taking
steps to deepen feelings of vul-
nerability and instil fear of an
external enemy looks remark-
ably like trance induction.

Triangling
Following the 9/11 attacks on

the US, the well-known family
script of triangling has been
ricocheting around internation-
al relations. The US administra-
tion, initially victim in the 9/11
attacks, switched into persecu-
tor as it searched Afghanistan
for Osama bin-Laden and al-
Queda. Anthrax attacks again
put the US into victim mode.

Later the US administration
pressurized the UN’s weapons
inspectors to find weapons of
mass destruction and began to
persecute the Iraq administra-
tion, demanding that they
incriminate themselves as pos-
sessors of weapons of mass
destruction and using the Iraqi

administration’s grudging com-
pliance with these demands to
step up their threat to rescue the
Iraqi population from victimiza-
tion by the Baathist oppression.

Unilateral definitions of
legality

The US administration has uni-
laterally defined people captured
in the fighting in Afghanistan as
illegal combatants, holding them
in the Guantanamo military base
in Cuba,thereby side-stepping
their rights as prisoners of war
under the Geneva Convention.The
US/UK attack on Iraq,following the
disinclination of the UN Security
Council to support military action,
has been seen as illegal,or at least,
lacking in legitimacy.
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Conclusions 
In the Iraq conflict all three administrations—UK/US and
Iraqi—demonstrate the criteria for cultures of domination.

My take on the US/UK attack on Iraq, using cultures of
dominance as a pair of spectacles, goes as follows:

Following the 9/11 attacks in which all the perpetrators
died leaving no one to prosecute, and having successfully
trashed the Taliban, but failed to find Osama bin Laden, the
US needed a highly visible object through which to remind
everyone of American full spectrum dominance. Iraq was the
obvious candidate. But Iraq, impoverished by 12 years of
sanctions, seemed mostly a threat to its own people. One after
another, pretexts for an attack were declared and then faded
as evidence failed to materialize: Iraq had links with Al
Queda; Iraq was concealing weapons of mass destruction; Iraq
abused human rights. The regime’s alleged weapons of mass
destruction were promoted incessantly as though it were a
(negative) brand.

While UN weapons inspectors searched, finding nothing
of substance, the US administration put Iraq into a double
bind, strikingly similar to that deployed in the persecution of
women as witches (see quote opposite) insisting that they
either reveal and destroy their weapons of mass destruction, or
be attacked for concealing them. As the climatic deadline for
an attack expired, the UN weapons inspectors were hastily
withdrawn and in defiance of the United Nations, the US,
supported by the UK, launched an unprovoked attack on Iraq.

The notion that the attack on Iraq was an imperial ges-
ture, a punitive expedition, is supported by the lack of care
for the immediate post-attack situation. The oil ministry was
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never to be fully
acquitted and set
free unless the
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than the sun, inas-
much as the proof
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obscure and so diffi-
cult that not one
witch in a million
would be accused or
punished if the pro-
cedure were gov-
erned by the ordi-
nary rules.
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secured but protection for Baghdad’s museums was refused
and action to restore electricity and water was slow in com-
ing. It is also supported by the early use (and rapid with-
drawal) of the description of the pursuit of Bin Laden as a cru-
sade; by the recurring use of evil to describe Osama bin Laden
and Saddam Hussein, and evil axis as a label for Syria, Iran
and North Korea.

Hubris
The Bush administration’s compulsive exploration of the

outer limits of old paradigm hubris may yet generate a hun-
dred bin Ladens. Let us hope not. Happily, millions of people,
who, having seen only too clearly, these cultures of domi-
nance in action, seem less likely to be so easily bamboozled
the next time such adventures are mooted. Paradoxically and
unintended, the US administration, by its immoderate display
of domination in Iraq and elsewhere, may perhaps make
transparently obvious how essential is its antithesis; the coop-
erative, power-with, power-from-within human relations that
a planetary shift towards sustainability inescapably requires.

Mind out! 
What does this tell us about mind? Paying attention to

cultures of domination is essential because their poisonous
fruits, exploitation, persecution, discrimination, militariza-
tion, pollution, and climate change are so damaging. Treating
people, animals and the planet as objects to be exploited,
used and and discarded is an archaic, dysfunctional form of
relating. It brings us daily closer to ecological catastrophe.

So far as we fail to attend to the cultures of dominance
that we inhabit and that inhabit us, we continue down that
route. Turning the super-tanker of modern civilization deci-
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sively in the direction of sustainability, ie making survival an
over-arching priority, requires the interruption, contradiction
and dismantling of our cultures of domination; both those
that we have built as organisations and just as essential, those
we have internalized, and their replacement with ways of liv-
ing and working together that are built around nurturance,
negotiation and participation. It’s a generational task yes, but
one that that begins right here.

Elsewhere in the Mind Gymnasium there are a variety of
pointers to what we can do:

Beliefs
Cooperation
Conflict
Emotional competence

Now, if there is any means to
appease the wrath of God, to gain
his blessing, to strike awe into
some by the punishment of oth-
ers, to preserve some from being
infected by others, to diminish
the number of evil-doers, to make
secure the life of the well-dis-
posed, and to punish the most
detestable crimes of which the
human mind can conceive, it is to
punish with the utmost rigor the
witches.

JEAN BODIN 1530-1596
DE LA DEMONOMANIE DES SORCIERS

PARIS, 1580



Signs of change?
Cultures of dominance are almost always unjust, inequitable,
unfair, and oppressive, and they reward/tolerate violence, dis-
crimination, exploitation, and damage. If domination is to
fade and be replaced as the key form of human social rela-
tions it will be because it ceases to be a viable means of adap-
tation or survival in the world. Is dominance in decline? Or
should we go out and buy a gun? 

Optimism about the disappearance or even weakening of
domination would be premature. Contradictory strands of
improvement and dis-improvement seem to coexist.
Increasing public and official intolerance of racial discrimina-
tion in, for example, police forces and the military, as well as
business and government, coincides in Europe with an appar-
ent increase in racist and ethnic violence, and in the US, with
the dissolution of affirmative action programmes and huge
numbers of ethnic minorities in jail. Greatly expanded aware-
ness of the phenomenon of child abuse coincides with
increasing demands on children by schools and parents for
academic achievement and other kinds of oppressive hoop-
jumping. Scepticism of dominance-based approaches to mar-
riage coincides with demands for abortion to be abolished.

These developments could be taken to imply that dis-
crimination and intolerance have gone underground, with lip-
service being paid only to what is legally enforceable. As the
reversal of the term ‘political correctness’ into a stick with
which to beat liberals might indicate, perhaps there has been
too much critique of what is intolerable and not enough
emphasis on how to bring a more comprehensively co-oper-
ative mutuality into being.

However, two windows of change are now open that are
unlikely to close. Since the 1960s, more and more women
have questioned the male dominant way in which the world
has seemed to be run and fewer women sign up for the sec-
ond-class identity and other damage it entails. Of all the
changes of mind in recent decades those brought to light by
feminist theory and practice look to be fundamental. The
increase in choice due to economic gains for large sections of
the population means that more women are economically
independent and thus more in charge of how they dispose of
themselves.

Parallel with this, in a quiet revolution remarked on 20
years ago by the psychohistorians, there appears to be a con-
tinuing evolution in child care, following the historical trend
away from comprehensively dominant styles to a much more
child-centred way of bringing up children. Several overlap-
ping generations of parents are creating new forms of social
relations with their children that appear much less based on
domination. In the medium to long term these two shifts in
human relating seem likely decisively to undermine the
questionable certainties of traditional cultures of dominance.
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The end of the beginning? 
Are there other grounds for optimism that the days of cul-
tures of dominance are numbered? Milosevic in the Hague
might be one. Along with International War Crimes and
Human Rights legislation, several social movements have
had a significant restraining effect on the more extreme
dynamos of the dominance cultures; I’m thinking of the the
growth in power and influence of non-governmental, civil
society organizations such as charities, pressure groups, and
single-issue campaigning groups; gay community activism
and the anti-discrimination activities by, for, and on behalf of
disabled and other disadvantaged groups that have resulted
in legislation against racial discrimination, employment
abuse, and sexual harassment.

Haphazardly, in pockets here and there, individuals and
small groups continue to seek ways other than domination/
submission to structure themselves. However, skills and
strategies and institutions built on lived non-dominant expe-
rience are as yet in short supply. Some of the technical inno-
vations of the last decade—for example, the Internet—sup-
port the redistribution of power away from dominance cul-
tures, though numerous corporations are busy trying to con-
vince us that the Internet is a market, not a meadow. The
development of non-medical forms of personal development
work and human relations consultancy for business opens up
corporate life to the possibilities of more caring ways of pay-
ing attention to the bottom line. The jury is out, however, on
whether this will include moderating the hidden agenda of
dominance-driven pursuit of share-value.
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Undernourished co-operation 
Creating new forms of non-dominant relating takes time and
resources, and courage, since they are perceived by dominance
cultures (correctly) as a threat to previous forms of cohesion.
Also, resisting or contradicting dominance cultures requires an
understanding that the object of the resistance tends to shape
the resister, we are likely to become moulded ourselves by
what we resist. (and also that it is easy to become the victim
of someone else’s anxiety). Some activists who resist corporate
and other oppression seem too often to reproduce the vio-
lence they oppose. This often appears to be the result of act-
ing out internalized dominance/victimization. The courage to
think afresh, to devise new, out-of-the-box, approaches to
sharing and mutuality, or to adapt existing forms in ways that
eliminate dominance, requires creativity uncluttered by unfin-
ished business left over from bad parenting.

Sadly, undernourishment around how to live in a non-
dominant way is commonplace. Groups full of good will
meet to try to improve their neighbourhood school, to resist
the new road, to organize a street party, to deal with prosti-
tution, and then struggle to find forms of organization that
are a match for the task. What happens? Men talk all the
time, the chairman makes unilateral decisions, people make a
series of speeches, everyone competes for air-time, some peo-
ple feel increasingly alienated and drop out, others quietly
decide that the social benefits outweigh the interest of the
original task, and hang in for the drinks later. I talk about small
organizations because those are the ones know best. There is
a tendency to drift into the old ways, the ‘committee’, the
‘board’. Consciousness-raising—seeing and hearing ourselves

and others speak from dominance or deference, and then
interrupting or contradicting this—seems essential. No small
task, it includes contradicting the dominant belief in intellect
as the pinnacle of human attainment and extending this to
give equal value to the imaginal and the emotional dimen-
sions of personhood. And also, as I have seen in my own life,
even relatively skilled groups struggle to implement non-
dominant forms of social relations.
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We can become
agents of earth-
soul, raging pas-
sionate, and
fearless in our
labour, bringing
to birth what
perhaps has
never been: a
world in which
no one is ruled
or ruler.

STARHAWK TRUTH OR DARE



Dominance and emotional competence
Non-dominant forms of social relating and participation
appear to require a developed capacity for negotiation, equiv-
alence, mutuality, participation—and the acknowledgment
and honouring of differences of style, history, preference, and
belief, of how personal the political is. I am convinced that
these in turn depend on emotional competence, the capacity
to acknowledge, own, and both express and hold on to feel-
ing and emotion. To the extent to which this is lacking, co-
operative shared power will be likely to be stuck in dull forms
of compromise that elicit poor compliance.

The process of becoming emotionally competent does
not, as might be supposed, imply discarding intellect, but
acknowledging that due to its considerable over-valuation, it
has become an obstacle to continued human and planetary
flourishing and that acting primarily from intellect is pro-
foundly irrational. Because it is collective, in the grain of the
times, there is also the parallel task of holding compassion for
ourselves in not being able comprehensively to rid our lives
of a dominant take on daily reality and history. Even if we are
diligent in interrupting dominance in our behaviour, we are
unlikely to be comprehensively successful, and it is no help to
give ourselves a hard time for lapses.
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Dominance and authority
None of what I have written in this section of The Mind
Gymnasium should be taken to imply that there is no legiti-
mate elected, or governmental, or corporate authority. Elected
authority and the social structures that flow from it may often
be ill-matched to local needs but we all benefit from stop
lights and public sanitation. I learned from working with
police officers some years ago that a command and control
form of organization was essential for emergency response
services. However, if the only tool we have is a hammer then
all problems will be approached as though they were nails, and
the same police officers struggled in their attempts to negoti-
ate and instal a co-operative station-house culture.

Confronting and resisting cultures of domination is com-
plicated in one significant way. When we are young, in seek-
ing to defining ourselves as persons in our own right, we often
take action against people whom we see as an oppressive
authority.This is particularly true in societies such as our own
where there is a lack of an accepted rite of passage into adult-
hood. I applaud the courage of the many young people who
have tunnelled under motorway extensions, chained them-
selves to the tops of threatened trees, and who continue to
challenge those who take pleasure in the death of hunted ani-
mals. However, so far as having fun breaking bank windows,
or burning cars is unconsciously a ‘whoever I am, I am not
this’, or a ‘kick the bad parent’ identity statement, it may
scratch the structures of domination but not transform them.
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Loving confrontation
Domination matters because its poisonous fruits, industrial-
ization, militarization, pollution, and climate change, bring us
closer daily to ecological catastrophe. Planetary survival
requires making sustainability our overarching priority and
this in turn demands the dissolution and replacement of our
cultures of domination, both those that we have built as
organizations, and, as essential, those we have internalized. It’s
a generational task yes, but one that begins right here.

If you feel inspired to act on some of the notions outlined
here and elsewhere in The Mind Gymnasium, apply the full
force of your creative ingenuity into lovingly disallowing,
interrupting, confronting, and undermining cultures of dom-
ination wherever you come across them, especially in yourself
(judge your actions with care; small is beautiful and diploma-
cy is not extinct); develop emotional competence; deal with
your internalized domination; get into the mindset of those
who live through and by domination, learn what they value
and fear most. Match that by being more intelligent, more
creatively ingenious in finding mutually satisfying co-opera-
tive alternatives. Above all, and perhaps the most taxing,
develop institutions that embody non-dominant ways of
relating. Model what you believe, set it to work on the ground
and in the street
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	HELP: 
	SeeAlsoOriginal: 
	button1: 
	BoteroBully: In this sculpture by Fernado Botero, in Venice, the flesh of the huge man and that of the smaller figure on which he is standing, seem hard and unyielding.   The standing man rests on the back of the lying figure lightly, as though weightless. It may not have been Botero's intention, but it gives the impression that such a burden is a light one, even trivial, exactly the kind of rationalization that many dominant males would use to rationalize the power they wield.
	DOMgorillabutton: 
	DOMGorilla: This gorilla,  a gentle vegetarian creature, reverberates with someone's notion of dominance. Not least that, killed in Africa then stuffed for display in New York's Museum of Natural History, it is there at all.
	ButtonCanary: 
	CanaryText: Imprisonment, whether behind bars, like these canaries for sale at a French market, or incarceration in jail, laboratories, mental hospitals, or 'secure accommodation for young offenders', is a hallmark of cultures of domination.
	priority: Off
	Text2: right,
	CanaryText: Imprisonment, whether behind bars, like these canaries for sale at a French market, or incarceration in jail, laboratories, mental hospitals, or 'secure accommodation for young offenders', is a hallmark of cultures of domination.


